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Knowing the Solidity programming language will allow you to raise millions of dollars with your
personal ICOs, tokens, decentralized applications and Smart Contracts. It is the most important

device for a blockchain developer.If you are a web programmer or you want to understand how to
create unstoppable applications, that is your book.- How to test Smart Contracts the proper

way.This book contains:- 87 polished pages of the ideal content for learning fast all you have to to
know when it comes to Solidity advancement.- How exactly to create dapps, how exactly to
convert web apps to dapps and how to test dapps.- Exclusive information about how to audit

Smart Contracts for securing the code professionally.- 3 complete step-by-step projects that you
can adhere to easily. Because you'll learn all you have to from scratch to create those blockchain-

based applications which will allow you to gain thoursands weekly by working for scorching
startups or your own products.- Checks to boost the security of your Smart Contracts.-

Professional advice from somebody who's been in 7+ projects related with Solidity and dapps.-
Much more unique content about Ethereum Advancement that you won't find anywhere else. Get
started right now and buy the book.Ethereum Programmer: Learn Solidity From Scratch offers you
only the practical and useful content material to start doing your own projects immediately without
too much theory so you don't waste materials your time and actually learn the thing you need.
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